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Abstract-Pall proved in 1933 that for ali integers s z 6 the only integers n z I that are not a sum of exactly 
s squares of positive integers are I. 2,. ., s - 1 and s + e where e E { I, 2.4.5.7. 10.13). This paper proves 
an analogue for cubes of Pall’s theorem. and conjectures that an appropriate anaiogue of Pail’s theorem for 
all powers r Z 2. 
A computer played a role both in formulating and in the proof for cubes. 
I. INTRODUCTION* 
In 1740 Lagrange proved his famous theorem (see, for example[l]): for all integer ~34 any 
natural n 2 1 is a sum of exactly s squares of non-negative integers, 
n = i n;‘, all ni 3 0. 
i=l 
In 1933 Pa11[2,3] extended this theorem on sums of squares of positive integers. 
PALL’S THEOREM 
For all integer s 2 6 any natural n 2 1 is a sum of exactly s squares of positive integers, 
n = 2 niz, all ?lial, 
i=l 
except the numbers 1,2,. . ., s - 1 and those of the form, s +e, for e E E where E = 
{1,2,4,5,7, 10, 13}. 
We call E the exceptional set. What is the nature of the set E? Why is 7 E E, but 8 65 E? Why 
is max {e} = 13? Are there analogies of this theorem for rth powers where r 2 3? This paper 
PEE 
answers these questions and some others. 
In 1909 Wieferich[4] proved the following statement. 
WIEFERICH’S THEOREM 
For all integer s 2 9 any natural n 2 1 is a sum exactly s cubes of non-negative integers, 
n = 2 n?, all ni 2 0. 
i=l 
The main result of the paper is the following analogue for cubes of Pall’s theorem. It is also 
the extension of Wieferich’s theorem on cubes of positive integers. 
THEOREM 1 
For all integer s 2 14 any natural n 2 1 is a sum of exactly s cubes of positive integers, 
n =A n:, all ni 2 1, 
I=1 
*Correspondence address: Tiopli! Stan. 5 m/r. korpus 65. kw 151. Moscow. 117465. U.S.S.R. 
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except the numbers 1, 2,. . ., s - 1 and those of the form, s + e, for e E E* where E* = (I-6, S-13. 
15-20, 22-25, 27, 29-32, 34, 36-39, 41, 43-46, 48. 50, 51, 53, 55, 57, 58. 60, 62, 64. 65. 67, 69, 71, 
72, 74, 76, 79, 81, 83, 86, 88, 90, 93, 95, 97, 100, 102, 107, 109, 114, 116, 121, 123, 128, 135, 142, 
149}. 
A computer played an essential role in both conjecturing and proving Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1 is a special case of a more general conjecture to the effect that there is an 
analogue of Pall’s theorem for all powers r y &. ‘3 We describe a method which can sometimes 
prove this conjecture for a fixed r by a finite computation. We apply the method to give a new 
proof of Pall’s theorem (Section 3) and to prove Theorem 1 (Section 4). 
In the final section we generalize the problem further, stating a class of problems that 
includes Waring’s problem as a special case, as well as Pall’s theorem. 
2. THE EXCEPTIONAL SETS, E(r) 
I used a computer to gather empirical evidence whether the analogue of Pall’s theorem holds 
for rth powers, r 2 3. I used an interactive system DSNT (The Dialogy System for Number 
Theory). This is a subsystem of a large multi-purpose artificial intelligence system for com- 
puter-aided scientific research, which I have developed and applied to several probiems[5-71. 
Let N(r, s) denote the set of natural n > s which are not the sum of exactly s rth powers of 
positive integers, that is, by definition, 
and let 
N(r,s)=(n 2 s + 1: n # i tq’, il. ,Zl,i=l,2 ,..., s , 
i=l 
E*(r,s)={nal:s+nnN(r,s)], 
that is any n E E*(r, s) if s + nf 2 n; for any ni 3 1. 
i=l 
It is easy to see that 
E*(r, I) > _E*(r, 2) 2 E*(r, 3) 2.. . . 
Indeed if nGF E*(r, s), then s + n = i ni’. ni a 1, so (s + 1)+ n = 1’ + i n,‘G! N(r, s + 1). 
i=l i=l 
Hence, n$ E*(r, s + 1). 
I computed N(r, s) f~ [s + 1,500 0001 for r = 2,3, and s = 1,2,. .20. 1 empirically confirmed 
Pall’s theorem on this range, and conjectured Theorem 1 (see Table 1). 
Table I. Some properties of the sets, 
N(3, s), s = I ’ ‘0 on the interval .-,...,-, 
[S+1.500000] 
s IN(3. s)/ maxiN(3. J)} 
6 487 19202 
7 202 2408 
8 135 620 
9 106 471 
IO 90 374 
II 82 321 
12 78 224 
I3 76 225 
14 7s l63( = I4 + l49*) 
I5 75 I64( = I5 + 149*j 
- - 
- - 
- - 
20 75 l69( = 20+ 149’) 
*The natural number 149 is the maximal 
element of the exceptional set, E(3). 
Some extensions of Pall’s theorem 
The empirical data suggest that one studies the sets, 
I 
s 
E(r)= n~l:n~~(n~-l)foralls~l,allnj~l . 
i=l I 
In fact one has E = E(2), E* = E(3). 
It is easy to see that 
E(r) c E*(r, s) for all s a 1. 
Indeed if n E E(r) then nd i (n: - 1) (and consequently n+ s f i nj’)forallSZ1,nial. 
i=l i=l 
That is n -t s E N(r, S) and n E E*(r, s) for all s 2 1. 
We first study the properties of the sets, E(r). We show that: 
LEMMA 1. 
E(r) is a finite set. In fact 
max {n} s (4 - l)(q’ - 1). 
n.S&rJ 
whereq=2’-1. 
Proof. To see this, note that ($1 1, q) = 1, i.e. qr - 1 and q are mutiual simple numbers for 
any r 2 2. Then the numbers, 
k.(q’-l), k=0,1,2 ,..., q-l, 
form a full system of residues to modulus q, and for any integer n such k exists that 
n = k. (qr - l)(mod q), 0 s k s q - 1, 
i.e. 
n - k . (cf - 1) = 1 * q, 
where I is integer. If n > (q - 1). (q’ - 1) then I> 1 and 
n=k.(q’-l)+I.q. 
Hence n is a sum of k multiples of q’ - 1 and 1 multiples of 2’- 1, so ng E(r). 
The following lemma is more suitable for a computer-assisted proof of the finity of sets, 
E(r). 
LEMMA 2 
If there is an interval [to. to + 2’ - 11 containing no elements of E(r), then “YE/n} s to. 
Proof is an immediate consequence of the following fact: E(r) is exactly the set of integers 
defined recursively by the following properties: 
(PI) OG E(r) 
(P3) any n E E(r) if and only if n -(jr - 1) E E(r) for all j = 1,2,. . ., [i/(n + l)]. 
To see this. note that E(r) satisfies (Pl). Also n65 E(r) implies n = c (ni’ - 1) so that 
i=I 
n - (nr’ - 1) $ E(r) since it equals ‘2’ (n,’ - I). Conversely n -(j’ - I) $ E(r) for some j. I s j s 
i=l 
[{,'(n + I)], implies n E E(r). Hence E(r) satisfies (P2). 
Now we have by induction on t starting with t = t,, + 1’ that t$ E(r). by noting t - 
(2’ - 1) $ E(r) and applying (P2). 
We used Lemma 2 to determine the sets E(r) for 2 s r s 5 on the computer, see Table 2. 
Table 2. Some properties of the exceptional 
sets. E(r). and lower bounds. g,:(r). for the 
function, g,(r). r = 2.3.4. i 
r ‘E(r)1 max{E(r)} RF l(r) 
3 ; 75 1 149 13 I4 6
4 1321 2641 21 
5 317s 6261 57 
Now we can describe the exceptional Pall set, E, in its totality. 
Indeed, by Lemma 1 for r = 2 max{E(2)} s 16. In such case we have the following: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
where bold typed numbers are sums of 3 = 2’- I. 8 = 3’ - 1 and 15 = 4’ - 1. The remaining numbers 
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 13 represent the Pall set, E. 
The computer evidence suggests the following analogue of Pall’s theorem for rth powers, 
r32. 
CONJECTURE 1 
Given r b 2, there is the minimal number of summands, say, g,(r) such that for all s 3 g&) 
E*(r, s) = E(r). 
If for a given r we have a proof that E*(r, s,) is finite and contains no elements 3 N,,, and if 
Conjecture 1 is true for that value of r, then Conjecture 1 can be proved for that r by a finite 
computation. Indeed, for any s 2 s, we can compute E*(r, s) in a finite number of steps, since 
we know a priori that E*(r, s) has no elements 2 No + (s - s,). Then we find a value s = s0 for 
which E*(r, so) = E(r). In such a case we let so = ge(r). 
We use this approach to give a new proof of Pall’s theorem in the next section, and a proof 
of Theorem 1 in Section 4. 
LEMMA 3’ 
3. A NEW PROOF OF PALL’S THEOREM 
Any number n > 169 is the sum of exactly 5 squares of positive integers. 
Proof. By Lagrange’s theorem, every natural n a I is a sum of four or fewer squares of 
positive integers. We use the fortuitous identity[3]: 
169~ 132~ 12’+5?= 12’+4?+3’= 11’+4’+4’+4’, (1) 
Given n > 169 write n = 169+ n*, find a representation of n* b 1 with four or fewer 
squares of positive integers, and use whichever representation of 169 in (1) gives exactly five 
squares of positive integers for n. 
Lemma 3 implies that every number n > 169 + k is the sum of exactly s = 5 + k squares of 
positive integers, k = 1.2, . , ,. This implies E*(2,6) has no elements exceeding 170. A finite 
computation checks that E*(2,6) = E(2), proving Pail’s theorem. 
Remark. A computer search up to 169 shows that each n > 5 is a sum of exactly five squares 
of positive integers except the numbers 5 + e, e E E(2) and 33. This shows that g,(2) = 6. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Any number n > 720 is a sum of exactly 14 cubes of positive integers. 
Proof. By Wieferich’s theorem, every natural number n 3 1 is a sum of nine or fewer cubes 
of positive integers. Now we use the fortuitous number 720 for which: 
i.e. 720 can be represented as a sum of k cubes of positive integers for 5 s k c 13. Now proceed 
as in Lemma 3. 
We verified by computation that E*(3, 14) = E(3). 
Remarks 
(1) Another computation shows that E*(3,13) f E(3), so that gE(3) = 14. 
(2) In order to prove Lemma 4, we need to find a number, in this case 720, satisfying an 
appropriate identity. Actually, we used Lemma 5 and 6 below to aid in a computer search for 
such a number. Let g(r) is the smallest number of summands such that every natural n 2 1 is 
the sum of g(r) or fewer rth powers of positive integers. g(r) is proved finite by Hilbert [8]. 
LEMMA 5 
Suppose there exists an integer no(r) which can be written as a sum of k rth powers of 
positive integers for all k with s -g(r) c k =S s- 1. Then N(r, s) is finite, and its largest element is 
no larger than q,(r). 
Proof. This is an obvious generalization of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 6 
Suppose all the elements of the interval [n* + 1, n* +g(r)] are representable as a sum of 
exactly s-g(r) rth powers of positive integers, then no(r) = n*+g(r) can be represented as a 
sum of exactly k rth powers for all k with s-g(r) d k d s- 1. 
Proof. It follows immediately as a result of g(r)-multiple adding 1 to the interval [n* + 
1, n* + g(r)] and by force of the fact that any n + 1 G! N(r, s + 1) if n4 N(r, s). 
We used a computer search to find that all numbers in the interval [712,720] are represented 
as a sum of exactly 5 cubes of positive integers. Lemmas 5 and 6 then shows that 720 works. 
5. A FURTHER GENERALIZATION 
Waring’s problem is that of showing that there is a constant g(r) such that every positive 
integer is the sum of exactly g(r) rth powers of non-negative integers. A natural generalization 
of this problem, which includes Pall’s problem, is that of studying the sets of integers n > 1 which 
can be represented as a sum 
n = 2 n:, all ni 2 m, 
i=l 
where integer m 3 0 is given. Here Waring’s problem corresponds to m = 0, Pall’s problem to 
m= 1, r=2. 
The methods of the paper apply to this generalization. 
We introduce, by definition, the sets: 
N(m;r,s)= n3s. 
I 
m’+l:n*e, nism, i=1,2 ,..., s , 
i=l I 
I 
n~l::~~(ni’-m’)foralls~l,ni~m 
i=l 
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and 
E*(m; r, s)> E(m; r) 
for all s 2 1, just as in the discussion in Section 2. 
We can prove in a similar fashion the following result. 
LEMMA 7 
For all m, E(m; r) is a finite set. In fact 
where q = (m + l)‘- m’. 
We advance the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 2t 
Given m 3 0, r 2 2, there is a constant g(m; r) such that for all s Z= g(m; r) E*(m; r, s) = 
E(m; r). 
The solution to Waring’s problem[S] shows this conjecture is true for m = 0 and for all 
r 2 2, where all the sets E(0; r) are empty. 
Using the computer on interval [S a m’ + 1,500 0001, we have constructed lower bounds, say 
g,(m; r), for the smallest value g(m; r) at which equality occurs in Conjecture 2 for r = 2,3 and 
1 s m s 10. These are presented in Table 3. 
Table 3. Some properties of the exceptional sets, E(m; r), and lower bounds, g,(m; r), 
for the function, g(m; r), I = 2,3, m = I, 2,. ., IO 
m IE(m;2)1 max(E(m; 2)1 g,(m;2) IE(m; 3)l maxL!?(m; 3)) g,(m; 3) 
1 1 
2 16 
3 28 
4 43 
5 56 
6 72 
1 91 
! 106 2
IO 148 
13 
28 
52 
79 
93 
11s 
163 
181 
205 
248 
6 8 2:; 
8 564 
8 974 
8 1624 
10 2258 
9 3188 
II 4242 
12 5421 
IO 7098 
149 
444 
1020 
1652 
2763 
365 I 
5519 
6921 
9103 
11947 
14 
16 
20 
26 
32 
24 
26 
29 
25 
28 
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